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LARGE DEVIATIONS� CENTRAL LIMIT THEOREMS AND

Lp CONVERGENCE FOR YOUNG MEASURES AND

STOCHASTIC HOMOGENIZATIONS

JULIEN MICHEL AND DIDIER PIAU

Abstract� We study the stochastic homogenization processes consid�
ered by Baldi ������ and by Facchinetti and Russo ������	 We precise
the speed of convergence towards the homogenized state by proving
the following results
 �i� a large deviations principle holds for the Young
measures� if the Young measures are evaluated on a given function� then
�ii� the speed of convergence is bounded in every Lp norm by an explicit
rate and �iii� central limit theorems hold	 In dimension �� we apply
these results to the stochastic homogenization of random p�Laplacian
operators for any p � �	

�� Introduction

A non homogeneous material lies in a topological space � and its prop�
erties at a point x are described by the element a�x� of a topological space
Z� For instance� the function a � � � Z may be the thermic conductivity
of the material� its electric resistivity� or a deterministic function of these
quantities� If the scale of the irregularities of the material is small� the func�
tion a is highly non regular� One can guess that the full knowledge of a�
in other words a complete microscopic description of the material� is at the
same time impossible to get and irrelevant if one is interested only in the
macroscopic properties of the material� One way of avoiding this problem
is to replace a by suitable random functions

a���� �� � �� Z

where � is the alea and � is the typical scale of the irregularities of a��
When � goes to zero� one expects that the behaviour of the random ap�
proximated material which is described by a���� �� converges� in a sense� to
the behaviour of the actual material� This 	mean
 description� often called
stochastic homogenization� is intensely studied in the physical and mathe�
matical literatures� see for example Kozlov ������ Dal Maso and Modica
������ Yurinski�� ������ and the book of Jikov� Kozlov and Oleinik �������
In the models that we study below� the convergence is well known or easy to
establish and we precise the speed of this convergence to the homogenized
state�
In fact� one often needs to study nonlinear quantities derived from the

functions a� and their limit� A powerful approach is to study� instead of a��
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the Young measure associated to a�� This is explained in Michel and Robert
������ in the context of thermodynamical limits of in�nite dimensional dy�
namical systems�
Fix a Borel probability measure dx on �� The Young measures � that we

are considering are de�ned� for any measurable a � �� Z� by

��B� �

Z
�
�B�x� a�x�� dx

for any Borel set B of � � Z� The random Young measures �� associated
to the random functions a� often converge even if a���� �� doesn
t converge
in a usual sense�
We prove large deviations principles� central limit theorems and we bound

the rate of the Lp convergence of ��� Hence� we �rst study the asymptotic
behaviour of

P ��� � A��

for example when the measurable set A is asymptotically rare� that is when
the limit �� of �� is not in A� Next� for regular enough functions f � ��Z �
R� we show that the random variables ����� ����f� � ���f�� converge to
a Gaussian law� Last� we bound the Lp norm of the random variables
����f�� ���f�� for every p � ��
Random Young measures �� contain all the information on the random

functions a�� For instance� theorem ��� of Baldi ���� is a large deviations
principle for a� in model B �see the de�nition in section ��� Roughly speak�
ing� Baldi
s result states that� if a� is built using the law of a random variable
�� then the exponential cost of a value a�x� � t � Z at the point x � � is
j�t�� where j is the Cram�er transform of the law of �� Hence� j�t� is exactly
what it costs exponentially �i�e� the action of a large deviations principle�
for i�i�d� random variables distributed like � to be such that their empirical
mean is approximately equal to t instead of being approximately equal to
the mean E��� of �� Then� the exponential cost of a function a � �� Z is
the mean over � of j �a� We prove that this space�averaging of the cost �i�e�
of the action of a large deviations principle� occurs for models B and FRp
�see de�nitions in section �� at the level of the Young measures� In other
words� the total cost i��� of a measure � is the mean over � of a local cost
c��x� which is measurable with respect to the value of � at x� Furthermore�
the function c is independent of x� For model B� we recover in section ���
the large deviations of a� �theorem ��� of Baldi ����� from the large devi�
ations of �� �our theorem ����� Baldi
s result is obviously the source of our
paper�
Space�averaging of the action of a large deviations principle is studied in

Piau ����� for a model of Poissonian obstacles in every dimension�
We mention that the large deviations principle for the Young measures

of model B �our theorem ���� is proved by one of the authors and Robert
in Michel and Robert ������� We prove again this result for the following
reasons� our assumption on the partitions of the topological space � �condi�
tion �P�� of section �� is slightly weaker than in Michel and Robert �������
our proof is slightly simpler �the only convexity property that we use is the
concavity of the logarithm� and the application of theorem ��� to the large
deviations of the Young measures �op� of the p�Laplacian with p � � �see
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the end of this section and the results of section ���� is not stated in the
mentioned paper�
An important application of our results is the homogenization of random

operators� In the following� � is often a domain of Rd of volume � and dx
the Lebesgue measure� When d � �� we proceed as follows� Assume that
� � ��� ��� that � is a real valued random variable �that is� Z � R� and
that v � � � R is a given heat source of zero mean over �� Call u the
temperature in the permanent regime of a material of thermic conductivity
a� surrounded at x � � and x � � by an isolating material and submitted
to the heat source v� Assume further that the heat �ow q in the material
follows a power law of the gradient u� of the temperature

q � �a ju�jr�� u��
for r � �� One recovers the usual Fourier law by setting r � �� Then� u is
the solution of

��a�x� ju��x�jr�� u��x��� � v�x�� x � ��� ���

with Neumann boundary conditions u���� � u���� � �� The Young measure
�op associated to this r�Laplacian operator should describe at the same
time the parameter a of the equation and the gradient u� of its solution�
Hence� one sets

�op�B� �

Z
�
�B�x� a�x�� u

��x�� dx

for any Borel set B of � � R�� Of course� at least when a is nonnegative
and bounded away from zero� u� is in fact

u��x� � �jw�x�jq��w�x� a�x��q
where w is the primitive of v which is null at x � � and where q � ���r����
Hence� all the estimates on the Young measures �� which takes only into
account �x� a�x��� can be applied to the full Young measure �op of the
operator� which takes into account �x� a�x�� u��x��� We state the results for
�op in section ����
In section �� we recall the stochastic homogenization processes due to

Baldi ���� and to Facchinetti and Russo ����� and we state the results
on � and on �op� Notice that we study the model introduced in dimension
� by Baldi� in a general setting� Finally� we give the plan of the rest of the
paper�

�� Results

Before introducing the two models� we de�ne some conventions related to
the statements of large deviation principles� The relation

P ��n � A� � exp��n i�A��
is a concise form of the following assertion� The sign � stands for the two
bounds of ��a la Varadhan� large deviations principles� for any open set G
and any closed set F � we ask that

lim inf
n��

n�� logP ��n � G� � �i�G��
lim sup
n��

n�� logP ��n � F � 	 �i�F ��
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where� for any set A� i�A� stands for

i�A� � inffi��� � � � Ag	
The action i takes its value in ����
� and its level lines i������ t�� are com�
pact� �This implies that i is lower semi continuous��
All the large deviations principles which are stated below for Young mea�

sures are valid in the space of bounded Borel measures with the topology of
narrow convergence� All the large deviations principles for volumes of sets
are valid in R with the usual topology�

���� The model B

In model B� studied in dimension � by Baldi ���� and in a general
setting by Michel and Robert ������� the scale of the irregularities� for a
given scale of discretization� is constant through the material and the value
of the parameter on each cell delimited by the irregularities is random�
Set a locally compact� separable metrisable space � and a Borel proba�

bility measure dx on � �or a domain � of Rd of volume j�j � � and dx the
Lebesgue measure�� Choose a sequence of measurable partitions ��n�n of
the domain � with �n � f�n

i gi and consider the following properties�
Call ��

n the union of the cells �n
i of volume exactly n��� v�n the volume

of � n��
n� 


�
n the maximum of the diameters of the cells in ��

n and 
n the
maximum of all the diameters of the cells of the partition �n�
Property �P��� v�n and 
�n converge to zero as n goes to in�nity�
Property �P��� for given nonnegative constants c and d� the volume of

any cell of �n is at most n��� its diameter is at most c n���d and the total
number of cells N�n� is less than c n�
Property �P��� the volume of any cell of �n is at most n��� and 
n and

v�n converge to zero�
Any of these properties implies that dx is di use� When d is an integer�

property �P�� states that � behaves like a domain ofRd� If � is a domain of
R
d and if the area of its boundary is �nite� sequences of partitions satisfying

�P������ exist� take for the cells of �n the non void intersections of � with
the cubes of the grid n���dZd� Condition �P�� follows the idea of Michel
and Robert ������ but to check �P�� is a little easier than to check their
equipartition condition�
Fix once for all a random variable � with values in a Polish space Z

�separable metrisable complete topological space� endowed with its Borel
���eld� Let ��i�i be i�i�d� copies of �� De�ne an�x� � �i if x � �n

i � that is

an��� x� �
X
i��

�i��� ��n
i
�x��

and let �n be the Young measure describing an� De�ne a Young measure
�� by

���B� �

Z
�
E��B�x� ��� dx	

For any measures � and �� the relative entropy K��j�� �or Kullback
s infor�
mation� of � with respect to � is

K��j�� �
Z
log�d��d�� d�
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if the Radon�Nikodym derivative d��d� exists� and K��j�� � �
 otherwise�
Theorem ��� is essentially due to Michel and Robert ������ and it is a

generalization of theorem ��� in Baldi ����� The general de�nition of a
Young measure is in section ����

Theorem ���� Assume that �P�� holds� The Young measures �n of model
B converge a�s� to ��� They satisfy a large deviation principle

P ��n � A� � exp��n i�A��
of rate i��� � K��j��� if � is a Young measure absolutely continuous with
respect to �� and i��� � �
 otherwise�
Notice that i��� � �
 if � is not a Young measure� even if � is absolutely
continuous with respect to ��� Call P� the law of �� Then� if � is a Young
measure of disintegration ��x�x�

i��� �

Z
�
K��xjP�� dx	

Theorem ����
i� Assume that �P�� holds� Let f be any bounded H�older continuous function
of exponent � Set � � min��d� ����� For every real p � �� there exists a
constant cp�f� � cp such that� for any n � �� one has

E�j�n�f�� ���f�jp� 	 cp n
�� p	

ii� Assume now that �P	� holds� For any bounded continuous function f �

n�����n�f�� ���f��

converges in law to a centered Gaussian random variable of varianceZ
�
Var �f�x� ��� dx� Var �h���� � E��h���� E�h�������	

���� The model FR

In model FR� due to Facchinetti and Russo ������ � is a domain of
R� dx is the Lebesgue measure and the size of the cells delimited by the
irregularities is random� In fact� all the randomness of the material is con�
centrated there and not in the values of the parameter a�x�� Fix for example
� � ��� ��� Choose once for all two values of a�x�� say a
 and a�� and de�ne

a � a
 ��� � a� ��� �����

where f�
���g is a random partition of �� More precisely� one sets

a��� x� � a
 �������x� � a� �������x�	

Choose n points at random in � with the uniform law on �n� The value of
a is alternatively a
 and a� on each of the �n� �� intervals of � delimited
by these points� More precisely� if x� � x� � � � � � xn are the points chosen
at random� set x� � � and xi � � for i � n� �� Then�

�

n �

�
i��

�x�i� x�i
��� ��
n � � n�


n 	

This is the model of Facchinetti and Russo� We modify their construction
as follows� Introduce a Poisson point process on � of constant intensity �
and replace the n points chosen at random by the points of this Poisson
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process� whose number is random� Leave the rest of the construction as it
was� We call this model� Poissonian model of Facchinetti and Russo �FRp��
Of course� the set of the points of a Poisson process� conditioned by its
cardinal� follows the law of the uniform sample used in FR� We write ��

� for
the partition of � when the intensity of the Poisson process is �� a� for the
function de�ned by ����� with this partition and �� for the corresponding
Young measure� The subscript n instead of � refers to FR instead of FRp�
Some notation is needed before we state our results� For any measurable

function p � �� ��� ��� �p is the Young measure

�p�B� �

Z
�
�p�x� �B�x� a


� � ��� p�x�� �B�x� a
���� dx	

Denote �
 � �� and �� � ��� The two Young measures �� describe a
homogeneous material of constant parameter a�� The Young measure �p

describes a material� �ctitious if p is not always � or �� where each point x
is a mixture of a
 and a� in proportions p�x� and �� p�x��
The convex set of the Young measures �p for all measurable p � �� ��� ��

is the closure for the topology of the narrow convergence of the set of the
Young measures which describe a given real material� that is of the measures
�p where p takes the values � and � only� Hence� this convex set contains
the domain of the action of any large deviations principle for �n or for ���
Set c�y� � ��p�y��� y� if y � ��� �� and c�y� � �
 otherwise�

Theorem ���� �Model FRp� The Lebesgue measure of any of the two
components of the random partition� for instance �


� � converges a�s� to �
�

and satis
es the large deviations principle

P �j�

� j � A� � exp��� c�A��	

The Young measures �� converge a�s� to ���� � �
���


� ��� and they satisfy
the large deviations principle

P ��� � A� � exp��� i�A��	
The action i is de
ned by

i��p� �

Z
�
c�p�x�� dx

for any measurable p � �� ��� �� and i��� � �
 otherwise�

Theorem ���� �Model FRp� Let f be a bounded H�older continuous func�
tion of exponent � For every integer p � �� there exists a constant cp�f� �
cp such that� for any � � �� one has

E�j���f�� �����f�jp� 	 cp �
�p���p
���	

Let f be a piecewise constant function� Then� ��������f�������f�� converges
in law to a centered Gaussian random variable of varianceZ

�
g��x� dx with g�x� � �

��f�x� a

�� f�x� a���	

Here is the non Poissonian version of theorems ��� and ����
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Theorem ��	� �Model FR� The Lebesgue measure of any of the two com�
ponents of the random partition� for instance �


n � converges a�s� to �
� and

satis
es the large deviations principle

P �j�

n j � A� � exp��n cdet�A��� cdet � � log��� c�	

The Young measures �n converge a�s� to ���� � �
���


� ��� and they satisfy
the large deviations principle

P ��n � A� � exp��n idet�A��	
The action idet is de
ned by

idet��
p� � � log

Z
�
��� c�p�x��� dx� � log��� i��p��

for any measurable p � � � ��� �� and idet��� � �
 otherwise� Notice
that idet��� � �
 if � describes a given deterministic material� that is if
� � �p for p taking only the values � and ��
The Lp bound of theorem ��� holds for any integer p � � if n replaces �
everywhere and if the bound cp n

�����
�� replaces the bound cp �
�p���p
����

We have not proved the analog of the central limit theorem of theorem ���
for the model FR because of technical di!culties� although it presumably
holds�
Theorems ���� ��� and ��" are valid with small modi�cations if one replaces

the two real numbers a� by two functions a� � �� R� In the Lp estimates�
f��� a����� �instead of f� must be  H#older� In the central limit theorem�
f��� a����� �instead of f� must be piecewise constant� The modi�cations of
the large deviations result are stated in section "�"�

���� Homogenization of operators

We resume the situation of the end of Section � and apply the previous
results to the Young measure �op of the r�Laplacian� Assume that a � a�
for a given real a� � �� Recall that the dimension d � �� that � � ��� �� and
that u� is

u��x� � �jw�x�jq��w�x� a�x��q
with q � ���r � ��� Assume that w is bounded and write h � �jwjq��w�
For a given function a� �op is de�ned by

�op�B� �

Z
�
�B�x� a�x�� u

��x�� dx�

Z
�
�B�x� a�x�� h�x� a�x�

�q� dx	

Conditions �P������ hold for � � ��� �� and the canonical regular partition
given by �n

i � ��i� ���n� i�n��

Proposition ��
� �Model B� Assume that � � a� � � a�s� and de
ne

�op� �B� �

Z
�
E��B�x� �� h�x��

�q�� dx	

Then� ��opn �n satis
es a large deviations principle

P ��opn � A� � exp��n iop�A���
where the action is iop��� � K��j�op� � if � is a Young measure and iop��� �
�
 otherwise�
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Remark ���� Assume that �op and � are de�ned by the same function a�
Then� one has

K��opj�op� � � K��j���	
Proposition ���� �Model B� Let f be H�older continuous of exponent �
Recall that q � ���r � �� and set � � min�� q� ���� For every real p � ��
there exists a constant cp�f� � cp such that� for any n � �� one has

E�j�opn �f�� �op� �f�jp� 	 cp n
�� p	

For any bounded continuous function f � n�����opn �f� � �op� �f�� converges
in law to a centered Gaussian random variable of varianceZ

�
Var �f�x� �� h�x���q�� dx	

For the model FRp� let a� be two a�e� continuous functions with a� � a�
and let �e be the set of the points x � � where a
�x� � a��x�� Call
admissible any measurable function p � � � ��� �� such that p � �

� on �e

�see Section "�"�� For any admissible p� de�ne

�pop�B� �

Z
�
�p�x� �B�x� a


�x�� h�x� a
�x��q�

� ��� p�x�� �B�x� a
��x�� h�x� a��x��q�� dx�

and denote by �
op � ��op and ��op � ��op�

Proposition ��� �Models FRp and FR� The Young measures �op� of

the model FRp converge a�s� to �
���
op � �

���


op � ��op� and they satisfy the

large deviations principle

P ��op� � A� � exp��� iop�A���
where the action iop is de
ned by iop��pop� � i��p� for any admissible p

and iop��� � �
 otherwise� The same result holds for the Young measures
�opn of the model FR with an action iopdet de
ned by

iopdet��
p
op� � � log��� iop��pop�� � idet��

p�

for any admissible p � �� ��� �� and iopdet��� � �
 otherwise�

The central limit theorem and the Lp estimates of theorem ��� can also
be adapted to this setting�

���� Applications of the convergence of the Young measures

The convergence of �op implies the convergence of a and u� as follows�
Denote by e� the limit of �opn or of �op� in one of the models� Hence� e� � �op�
in model B and e� � �

���
op in models FR and FRp� Call ea the function such

that ea�x��q � E���q� for model B� and ea�x��q � �
��a


�x��q � a��x��q�
for models FR and FRp� Except for the degenerate case where � is a�s�
constant� or where a
 � a� a�s�� e� is not the Young measure describing the
operator of coe!cient ea�
If one stays at the level of a� consider model B as in Baldi ����� that

is with � � ��� �� and Z � R� Assume that � is bounded and call m the
Cram�er transform of the law of �� that is

m�t� � supfst� logE�exp�s ��� � s � Rg	
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Baldi proved that the law of an converges in L� for the ��L�� L�� topology
and satis�es a large deviations principle

P �an � A� � exp��n iB�A��� iB�f� �

Z
�
m�f�x�� dx	

This result is motivated by problems of $�convergence of some operators�
see Baldi ����� Dal Maso and Modica ����� and Dal Maso ������� Going
back to the Young measures and to any of the models B� FR and FRp� our
large deviations results imply the following proposition� See also Section ���
where we deduce the large deviations principle due to Baldi in � � ��� �� for
the functions an in model B� from our Theorem ���� and Section "�� where
we deduce a large deviations principle for the functions a� in model FR from
our Theorem ����

Proposition �����
i� A�s�� �opn converges narrowly to e��
Assume that � � a� � � in model B and that a� � � in model FR�
ii� A�s�� a�qn converges to the deterministic function ea�q in the ��L�� L��
topology�
iii� The solution un converges a�s� weakly to the solution eu of the determin�
istic problem with coecient ea� that is

��ea�x� jeu��x�jr�� eu��x��� � v	

Proof� i and ii are direct� For iii� choose f�x� y� z� � z h�x� with h integrable
and introduce

A � f� � j��f�� e��f�j � tg	
If iop�A� � �� P ��opn � A� is summable by the large deviations principle�
By Borel�Cantelli
s lemma� for n large enough� �opn �� A� that is j�opn �f��e��f�j � t� We proved that �opn �f�� e��f� goes to zero� Furthermore�

�opn �f�� e��f� � Z
�
h�x� �u�n�x�� eu��x�� dx�

hence u�n converges a�s� weakly to eu�� The last step is to prove that iop�A� �
�� In model B� use the general relation �Dembo and Zeitouni ������� exercise
�����%��

K��j�� � �
����f�� ��f���

for any measures � and � and any measurable f bounded by �� In model
FR or FRp� by Cauchy�Schwarz inequality� �pop � A implies that the mean

of �p � �
��
� is at least c t�� hence that �p � �

��
� � � on a set of measure at

least � and this yields an explicit positive lower bound of iop��pop��

��"� Plan

The rest of the paper is organized as follows� In Section �� we prove the
large deviations principle for model B �Theorem ����� in Section � the Lp

estimate and central limit theorem for model B �Theorem ����� in Section "
the large deviations principle for model FRp �Theorem ���� and in Section ��
the Lp estimate and central limit theorem for model FRp� A part of Sec�
tion � is used in Section "� Theorem ��" is proved in Section ��� for the Lp

estimates� For the large deviations principle� technical di!culties arise and
we give the proof in the Appendix�
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�� Proof of theorem ���

���� A general reduction

We �rst collect general facts about large deviations in topological vector
spaces and we apply them to the proof of Theorem ���� We will use the
results of this section in the proof of Theorem ��� �Section "����
Let E be a locally convex topological vector space� E� be its topological

dual and �n be probability measures on E� Assume that�
�H�� the family ��n�n is exponentially tight�
�H�� for any f � E�� n�� log�n�exp�nf�� converges to a limit l�f��
�H�� the function l is �nite valued and Gateaux di erentiable on E��
Then �see corollary ������ of Dembo and Zeitouni �������� ��n�n satis�es

a large deviations principle

�n�A� � exp��n i�A��
where the action i is the Legendre transform of l� that is

i��� � supfhf� �i � l�f� � f � E�g	
We choose for E the space of bounded measures on ��Z with the topology
of the vague convergence and for �n the law of �n� Denote by F the space
of bounded measures on � � Z with the weak topology �i�e� the topology
of the narrow convergence�� our large deviations principles are stated in
F � We show that the sequence �n satis�es �H�� in E and how to deduce a
large deviations principle in F from a principle in E� This part of the proof
applies to Theorem ����
First� introduce the subset Y of E of the Young measures of base the

measure dx on �� Recall that � � Y i there exists a measurable collection
��x�x of probability measures such that

��f� �

Z
�
�x�f�x� ��� dx

for all bounded measurable f � Such a collection ��x�x is called a disintegra�
tion of �� Since Z is a Polish space� regular conditional distributions of the
Z coordinate always exist �see for example Breiman ������� Hence� � � Y
i the �rst marginal of � is the measure dx� that is i � for any Borel subset
A of ��

��A� Z� �

Z
�
�A�x� dx � jAj	 �����

If Z is compact� Y is closed in E� If Z is not compact� the closure of Y in
E is the set of the measures � � E such that ��A � Z� 	 jAj for any Borel
subset of �� In both cases� the closure of Y in E is compact in E and the
complementary set has zero measure with respect to each �n� hence �H��
holds�
Assume now that ��n�n satis�es a large deviations principle in E and

that� for all n� �n�Y c� � �� For any open subset G of F � �n�G� � �n�G�Y �
and G � Y is open in Y for the narrow topology� hence for the vague one
since both topologies coincide on a set of probability distributions� There
exists G� open in E such that G � Y � G� � Y � so that �n�G� � �n�G���
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Now�

lim inf
n��

n�� log�n�G
�� � �i�G�� � �i�G� � Y � � �i�G�

because i � �
 on Y c� hence the lower bound holds for any open set in F �
The same method gives the upper bound for the closed sets in F �
By the preceding� we only have to prove that the laws of �n satisfy �H��

and �H�� for the vague topology� we can identify the dual of E with the
space C��� � Z� � C� of continuous functions with a compact support
through the duality relation hf� �i � ��f��

���� �H�� and �H�� hold in model B

�P�� holds� For f � C�� we estimate

�n�exp�nf�� � E�exp�n �n�f���	

First� since f is uniformly continuous and since the diameter of the cells of
��
n goes uniformly to zero� there exists a function fn which is constant in the

�rst coordinate on each cell of ��
n and such that the uniform norm of f �fn

on ��
n goes to zero with n� Call this uniform norm �n and fni ��� � fn�x� ��

for x � �n
i with �n

i � ��
n� Set fn�x� �� � � if x � � n��

n�
Replacing � by ��

n and f by fn in �n�exp�nf�� produces an error of at most

expO�n ��n � v�n��	

We write the mean over ��
n de�ning �n�fn� as the sum of the means over the

cells �n
i and we use the independence of the random variables �i� getting

�n�expn fn� � E

�
exp

�
n

Z
��n

fn�x� an�x�� dx

��
�

Y
i

E �exp �n j�n
i j fni �����

where the product is restricted to the cells of ��
n� Taking logarithms� one

gets�

log�n�expnf� � O�n ��n � v�n�� �
X
i

logE�exp fni �����

where the sum is restricted to the cells of ��
n� The sum over i is n times

the mean of logE�exp�fn��� ��� over ��
n� Replacing fn by f and ��

n by �
in this mean causes another error of n ��n � v�n�� hence the errors disappear
when divided by n� Finally� �H�� holds with

l�f� �

Z
�
logE�exp f�x� ��� dx	

The functional l is �nite everywhere� convex and Gateaux di erentiable by
the next lemma� so that �H�� holds� Lemma ��� also provides explicitly
the action i of theorem ��� by computing the Legendre transform of a more
general functional �see also Michel and Robert ��������

Lemma ���� Let � be a locally compact� separable metrisable topological
space and dx a probability measure on � such that condition �P�� holds�
Let Z be a Polish space and � be a Young measure on ��Z of base dx and
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disintegration ��x�x� For any x � �� let �x be a random variable with value
in Z of law �x� Let l be de
ned on C���� Z� by

l�f� �

Z
�
logE�exp�f�x� �x��� dx	

Then� l is 
nite� convex and di�erentiable on C����Z�� Furthermore� the
Legendre transform i of l is i��� � K��j��� the relative entropy of � with
respect to �� if � is a Young measure� and i��� � �
 otherwise�
When � is a Young measure of disintegration ��x�x� one has

i��� �

Z
�
K��xj�x� dx	

Proof� By de�nition� the Legendre transform i of l is

i��� � supf��f�� l�f� � f � C�g	
The �niteness of l on C� is direct and l is convex as a mean of convex
functions� The di erential dl�f� of l at f � C� can be computed explicitly�
For any g � C�� one gets

hdl�f�� gi�
Z
�

E�g�x� �x� exp f�x� �x��

E�exp f�x� �x��
dx	

We compute i in several steps�
Step �� If � is not a positive measure� let f 	 � such that ��f� � �� Then
l�f� 	 �� hence i��� is at least ��tf� � t ��f� for any t� This proves that
i��� is in�nite�
Step �� Let � be a positive measure such that i��� is �nite� � must be
�nite� For h � C���� and k � C��Z�� h k � C�� Hence�

i��� � t ��h k�� l�t�h k��

for any t� Fix t and choose for k a sequence increasing to �Z � Since � is
�nite and h and k are bounded� the two terms of the di erence converge by
Lebesgue monotone convergence theorem to �nite limits� hence

i��� � ��t�h ���� l�t�h ��� � t

�
��h ���

Z
�
h�x� dx

�
for all real t� This shows that the �rst projection of � is the Lebesgue
measure� By the characterization of equation ������ this implies that � is a
Young measure�
Step �� Let � be any measure and f � C�� By convexity of the exponential�

l�f� 	 log

�Z
�
�x�exp f�x� ��� dx

�
� log ��exp f��

hence i��� � K��j�� for any measure �� from the variational characterization
of the entropy K that we recall in the next step of this proof�
Step �� Let � be a Young measure of disintegration ��x�x� Recall that
K��xj�x� can be characterized as

K��xj�x� � sup
g
��x�g�� log �x�exp g��
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for all g � C��Z�� see for example Dembo and Zeitouni ������� lemma �������
For any f � C�� each f�x� �� � C��Z�� hence

��f�� l�f� �

Z
�
��x�f�x� ���� log �x�exp f�x� ���� dx

	
Z
�
K��xj�x� dx � K��j���

from the de�nition of the relative entropy using the Radon�Nikodym deriva�
tives� This shows that i��� 	 K��j�� for any Young measure ��

���� Large deviations of an

Assume for simplicity that Z � R� Assume� more importantly� that � is
bounded� Notice that an � f if and only if �n is a Young measure � such
that� for all g � �� R� ��&g� is the mean over � of fg� where &g�x� y� � y g�x��
This amounts to say that a disintegration ��x�x of � satis�es �x�y� � f�x�
for all x � �� Because � is bounded� the function y can be replaced by a
bounded continuous function� This yields a contraction principle as follows�
Since i��� � �
 for � �� Y � a large deviations principle holds on Y � Let

T be a continuous bounded function such that T �y� � y on the support of
�� De�ne ' � Y � L��dx� by

'����x� � E	�T �y�jx� � �x�T �	

Then� ' is continuous on Y for the ��L��dx�� L�� topology� Hence� the
contraction principle is valid and a large deviations principle for an holds as

P �an � A� � exp��n iB�A��
where the action iB is de�ned as follows� iB�f� is the in�mum of i��� over
all the Young measures � of disintegration ��x�x such that �x�y� � f�x� for
all x � �� Moreover� on the set of the Young measures� i is the relative
entropy with respect to �� and the disintegration of �� is ��x � P� for all
x � �� where P� is the law of �� Hence�

iB�f� �

Z
�
j�f�x�� dx

if j�t� is de�ned by

j�t� � inffK��jP�� � ��y� � tg	
Finally� notice that j is also the Cram�er transform of P�� that is

j�t� � supfxt� logP��exp�xy�� � x � Rg	
At least when the support of P� is bounded� this is a consequence of Sanov
s
theorem and of the contraction principle� as follows� Since � is bounded�
there exists f � C� such that ��y� � ��f� for any � absolutely continuous
with respect to P�� Hence� � �� ��y� is continuous on the domain of K��jP��
and the contraction principle is valid� This proves that the action deduced
by contraction from Sanov
s theorem is also the action of Cram�er
s theorem
for i�i�d� random variables� that is the Cram�er transform of P��
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�� Proof of theorem ���

We �rst reduce the problem and set some notations� useful for the Lp

estimates as well as for the central limit theorem� Assume without loss of
generality that jf j is uniformly bounded by � and that f�x� �� is centered
for every x � �� Approximate f by a function fn which is constant on each
�n
i and such that fn�x� �� is centered for every x � �� Since the diameter of

each cell is at most 
n going to zero and since f is uniformly continuous� one
can ask that the uniform norm �n of f � fn converges to zero� The uniform
norm of fn is at most a constant� If 
n 	 c n���d and f is  H#older� then �n
is O�n���d��
Write fni ��� � fn�x� �� when x � �n

i � For n � �� �n�fn� is the sum of the
independent random variables

j�n
i j fni ��i�	

���� Lp estimates

Assumption �P�� holds and f is  H#older� From the preceding� one has

E�j�n�f�jp� 	 c n�p��d � E�j�n�fn�jp� � cn�p��d �E

	
������
X
i��

j�n
i j fni ��i�

������
p�A

We can assume that p is an even integer since the desired bound for p
implies the desired bound for any p� 	 p by H#older convexity inequality�
Then� the p�th power can be written without the absolute value sign� In
the multinomial expansion of the p�th power of the sum� the expectations
can be factorized because the �i are independent� and all the �rst moments
disappear because each fni ��� is centered� We bound all the other terms by
the p�th power of the in�nite norm of fn� Since the volume of a cell is at
most n��� one gets

E

	
	
X
i��

j�n
i j fni ��i�

�Ap�A 	 c n�pAn�

where An is the number of terms without any �rst moment� Calling N�n�
the number of cells in �n� An is the number of integer�valued multi�indices
r of size N�n� and of sum p such that ri � � or ri � � for all i� There is at
most cN�n�p�� such multi�indices and N�n� 	 c n� hence

E�j�n�f�jp� 	 c �n�p��d � n�p���	

���� Central limit theorem

Assumption �P�� is satis�ed� Since f is bounded� the random variables

Xi
n � n���
Z
�n
i

f�x� �i� dx

are independent and uniformly O�n������ It follows that� as soon as the
variance of n��� �n�f� converges to a strictly positive constant� �Xi
n�i satis�
�es Lindeberg condition and Lindeberg�Feller central limit theorem �see for
example Billingsley ������ theorem %��� yields the desired result�
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Since fn converges to f uniformly and the maximum diameter 
n of the
cells on the whole � goes to zero� one can replace f by fn at a cost going to
zero� say �n� Since the �i are independent and have identical distribution�
the variance of the sum is the sum of the variances of the random variables
j�n

i j fni ���� Hence�
Var �n��� �n�f�� � n

X
i��

j�n
i j�Var �fni ���� � j�n

i jO��n�
�
	

Writing j�n
i j� 	 n�� j�n

i j in the right hand side of this equation� an upper

bound of the variance of n��� �n�f� is the mean over � of the function
Var �fn��� ��� � O��n�� Taking only into account the cells �n

i of volume
n��� a lower bound is the mean of Var �fn��� ��� � O��n� over �

�
n� The

di erence between the upper and lower bounds is O��n � v�n�� hence the
proof is complete�

�� Proof of theorem ���

Our goal in section "�� is to prove the asymptotic relation �"���� stated
at the end of this section� for D� � j�


� j � j�

� j�

"��� Preliminaries on the partitions

Consider the �n� �� lengthes of the intervals delimited by the points xi�
i 	 n� They are exchangeable and the points xi are uniformly distributed
on ��� ��� hence the measure of �


n � which is the sum of i � �n����� of them
amongst i � j � �n � �� follows a Beta law of parameters �i� j�� This law
has density

$�i���$�j���$�i� j�xi����� x�j�� dx

on � � ��� ��� The coe!cient $�i���$�j���$�i � j� behaves like �n in the
exponential scale� hence one can show that j�


n j satis�es a large deviations
principle

P �j�

n j � A� � exp��n cdet�A��

for the action cdet de�ned by

cdet�y� � ��
� log��y��� y��

if y � ��� �� and cdet�y� � �
 otherwise� We translate this result on the
process indexed by �� Since the law of j�


� j is the barycenter of the laws of
j�


n j for n � � with coe!cients e���n�n(� one gets directly

P �j�

� j � A� � exp��� c�A��

for the action c � � � exp��cdet�� The well known Varadhan
s integral
lemma �see Dembo and Zeitouni ������� section ���� yields

E�exp�� t j�

� j�� � exp�� d�t��

for any real t� where d is the Legendre transform of c� We use this result in
the following form� �rst� instead of j�


� j� we study
D� � j�


� j � j�

� j � � j�


� j � �	

De�ne d� by d��t� � d��t�� t� One gets

E�exp�� tD��� � exp�� d��t��
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for any real t� Then� d� is the Legendre transform of c� de�ned by

c���y � �� � c�y�	

One checks that c� is even� c���� � � and c� is in�nite outside of ��������
This implies that the function d� is even� ��Lipschitz and d���� � �� These
are the only properties of d� that we use below�
�Of course� c� and d� are explicitly known� c��y� � ��

p
�� y� if jyj 	 �

and c��y� � �
 otherwise� d��t� �
p
� � t� � � for all t��

Finally� for any real t and any � � �� there exists a �nite constant e�t� ��
such that� for any � � �� one has

� �d��t�� ��� e�t� �� 	 logE�exp�� tD��� 	 � �d��t� � �� � e�t� ��	 �"���

We choose the coe!cient e�t� �� even in t so that equation �"��� holds for �t
at the same time�

"��� �H�� and �H�� hold for FRp

Using Section ���� we have to check �H�� and �H�� for f � C�� Writing
g�x� for �

��f�x� a

�� f�x� a���� one gets

���exp�f� � exp�������f�� ����g�

with an error term of the form

����g� � E

�
exp

�
�

Z
��
�

g � �

Z
��
�

g

��
	

Fix N � � and introduce the partition f�N
i gi of � de�ned by

�N
i � ��i� ���N� i�N �	

By the uniform continuity of f � there exists a function gN which is constant
on each cell �N

i and such that the uniform norm of g�gN goes to zero when
N goes to in�nity� The replacement of g by gN in the evaluation of ����g�
causes an error which is exp�O��kg � gNk���� hence we can treat gN only�
Denoting by gNi the value of gN on �N

i � one gets

����gN� � E

��expX
i��

�gNi �j�

� ��N

i j � j��
� ��N

i j�
�� 	

The restrictions of the Poisson process to each �N
i are i�i�d� Composed by

an a!ne transformation which sends �N
i to �� the restriction to �N

i follows
the law of the restriction to � of a Poisson process of constant intensity ��N �
Hence�

j�

� ��N

i j � j��
� ��N

i j
follows the law of �D��N�N � where the � sign is measurable with respect

to the original Poisson process restricted to � n �N
i � this sign is � if and

only if the number of points at the left of �N
i is even� If this number is odd�

�N
i begins with an interval of parameter a� instead of a
� Call �Ni this sign

and E � the expectation with respect to the law of a copy D� of D� which
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is independent of everything else� Conditioning by the value of the �
s� one
has

����gN� � E

��Y
i��

E��exp�� gNi �Ni D�
��N�N��

�� 	
This formula gives estimates of ����gN� as follows� For the upper bound�
equation �"��� yields

logE��exp�� gNi �Ni D�
��N�N�� 	 ���N��d���

N
i gNi � � �� � e��Ni gNi � ��	

The functions d� and e��� �� are even so that we can skip all the �
s� Summing
up�

log ����gN� 	
X
i��

�
�

N
�d��g

N
i � � �� � e�gNi � ��

�
	

The right hand side is � times the integral of d��gN� � � over �� plus an
error term which is constant when N and � are �xed� This shows

lim sup
���

��� log ����g� 	 � kg� gNk� � ��

Z
�
d��g�x�� dx	

Letting � go to zero and then N go to in�nity� one gets the upper bound�
The lower bound is proved in the same way� Finally� �H�� holds with

l�f� � �����f� �

Z
�
d��g�x�� dx� g � �

��f��� a
�� f��� a���	

Since d� is ��Lipschitz and d���� � �� jd��y�j 	 jyj for all y so that l is �nite
valued� Since d� is di erentiable� l is Gateaux di erentiable on C�� The
proof will be complete if we identify the Legendre transform i of l�

"��� Identification of the action

Step �� The domain of i�
Assume that i��� is �nite for a given bounded measure �� For any f � C�
and any real t�

i��� � t���f� � �����f��� jtj
Z
�
jgj	

Letting t go to �
 yields the following estimations on ��f��

�����f��
Z
�
jgj 	 ��f� 	 �����f� �

Z
�
jgj	

Hence� ��f� is always between the means over � of the functions

min�f��� a
�� f��� a��� and max�f��� a
�� f��� a���	
This proves that � is a probability measure and that � is absolutely contin�
uous with respect to the measure

dx �
a��dy� � 
a��dy��	

There exists two measurable functions s
� s� � �� R
 such that

��f� �

Z
�
�s
�x� f�x� a
� � s��x� f�x� a��� dx
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for any measurable bounded function f � Choosing the function f�x� y� �
�B�x� for any measurable B included in � shows that s
 � s� � � a�s�
Finally� i��� is �nite only when � � �p for a given p�
Step �� The value of i on its domain�
Assume now that � � �p for a measurable p � �� ��� ��� Then�

i��p� � supf
Z
�
��p� �� g� d��g� � f � C�g	

We can compute this supremum directly on g � C�� Furthermore� since the
function g �� ��p� �� g � d��g� is ��Lipschitz in L� and C� is dense in L�

for the L� norm� i��p� is also the supremum over all the functions g � L��
By the de�nition of the Legendre transform d�� of d��

��p�x�� �� y � d��y� 	 d����p�x�� ��

for any real y� Since d� is the Legendre transform of c�� one gets

d����p�x�� �� � c���p�x�� �� � c�p�x��

and we proved that i��p� is at most the mean over � of c�p�� On the other
hand� for � ���� �� �� consider the following truncated approximation p� of p
and the measurable function g de�ned as follows�

p� � ��� �� � �p � ��� g�u� �
��u� ��p
�� ��u� ���

	

Then� g�u� is negative for u 	 ��� and positive otherwise� Furthermore�
��u� �� g�u�� d��g�u�� � c�u� and � 	 �

� 	 �� �� so that

���p� �� g�p��� d��g�p����� c�p�� � ��p� p�� g�p��

� ��p� ���p��g���

� ��p� ��� ����p����g��� ��

� �	

Since g is bounded� it is integrable and� using g in the de�nition of i��p��
one gets

i��p� �
Z
�
��p� �� g�p��� d��g�p��� �

Z
�
c�p��

Letting � go to zero proves that i��p� is as stated in Theorem ����

"��� Large deviations for a�

The contraction principle used in Section ��� yields

P �a� � A� � exp��� ia�A��	
The action ia is as follows� For any measurable admissible p � � � ��� ���
call fp the function fp�x� � p�x� a
�x� � ��� p�x�� a��x�� Then�

ia�f
p� � i��p� �

Z
�
c�p�x�� dx

and ia�f� � �
 otherwise� Hence� ia�f� is the mean over � of a local cost
at point x given by j�a
�x�� a��x�� f�x��� where the function j is de�ned as
follows�

j�x
� x�� y� � c

�
y � x�
x
 � x�

�
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if x
 �� x�� j�x� x� y� � �
 if y �� x and j�x� x� x� � ��

"�"� An extension

As we remarked in Section � after Theorem ��"� it is possible to replace
the two values a� by two functions a� � � � R� Assume that a� are a�e�
continuous� The proof of Theorem ��� can then be copied� except in Step
� of Section "��� when we evaluate the supremum de�ning i��p�� For any
f � C�� g must be zero on the set

�e � fx � � � a
�x� � a��x�g�
hence it is impossible to replace the supremum over f by a supremum over
g� However� notice that the choice of p�x� for x � �e is irrelevant to the
de�nition of �p� This suggests the following way of �xing the problem�
Call admissible any measurable function p � �� ��� �� such that p�x� � �

�
if x � �e� Then� i��

p� for an admissible p can be evaluated as the supremum
over g� The end of the proof is as before�
This modi�cation is e ective if j�ej � �� Then i��p� � � for all admissible

p since c�p�x�� � � if x � �e� In terms of the action idet of the model
FR� this implies that idet��

p� is �nite for all admissible p� even when �p

describes a given deterministic material� that is when p�x� is always � or
� on � n �e� This is in contrast with Theorem ��" but here is a heuristic
explanation of this fact�
Assume that �e has positive measure� that �p describes a given deter�

ministic material and that �p can be realized as �n� at a given cost� If
we add an even number of points� say n � n�� in �e� the Young measure
is not changed� Starting now from �n� we can choose n� points amongst
n� use them to construct �n� which realizes �p� and drop the n � n� other
points in �e� In other words� it is at least Cn�

n j�ejn�n� as easy to realize
�p with �n than with �n� � where C

n�
n is the number of ways of choosing n�

points amongst n and j�ejn�n� is the probability that the n � n� remain�
ing points fall in �e� This suggests that exp��n idet��p�� cannot decrease
more rapidly than Cn�

n j�ejn�n� � i�e� more rapidly in the exponential scale
than j�ejn �since Cn�

n � for a given n�� increases as a polynomial in n�� As a
matter of fact�

idet��
p� � � log

Z
�
��e � � log j�ej�

so that j�ejn is the actual rate of decrease�

�� Proof of theorem ���

We begin as usual with results about D� � j�

� j � j��

� j and apply them
to ���

���� Preliminaries on the partition

Lemma 
��� For each p � �� there exists a 
nite constant bp such that� for
all n � � and � � ��

E�jDnjp� 	 bpn
�p��� E�jD�jp� 	 bp �

�p��	
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Furthermore� n���Dn and ����D� converge in law to a centered reduced
Gaussian law random variable N �

Proof� We assume throughout that p is an even integer since the result for p
implies the result for any p� 	 p� From the explicit distribution of �


n given
in Section "��� one can show that the density of the law of Dn on �������
is bounded� for n � � and up to an absolute constant� by

n��� ��� y���n�����	

This implies� through classical computations� the existence of an absolute
constant � such that

E�jDnjp� 	 � nn�� pp�� �n� p���n
p����

for all n � �� Now� the coe!cient on the right can be bounded�

nn�� �n� p���n
p��� 	 �n� p��p�� 	 n(��n� p���(�

so that this result applies to D��

E�jD�jp� 	 � pp�� e�p�� ��p��	

The random variable n���Dn converges in law to N by its explicit dis�
tribution and by the evaluation of the Gamma function through Stirling
s
formula�
To deduce the same result for ����D�� �rst choose � � �� The proba�

bility that the number of points of the Poisson process with intensity � is
not in ���� ���� �� � ���� goes to zero exponentially when � goes to in�n�
ity� call this probability p��� ��� Hence� for any Borel subset A of R� the
di erence between P �����D� � A� and P �N � A� is at most � p��� �� plus
the maximum of the di erence between P �����Dn � A� and P �N � A� for
n � ��� � ���� �� � ����� Now� ����Dn is in A if and only if n���Dn is in
�n������A� and it is enough to show that

lim sup
n��

sup
jtj��

jP �n���Dn � �� � t�A�� P �N � A�j

goes to zero when � goes to zero� Assume for example that A is an interval
�a� b� with b � a � �� Then� the supremum over t can be restricted to the
biggest and the smallest sets encountered� Hence� the error is at most the
largest of the two numbers

P �N � ���� ��a� �� � ��b��� P �N � �a� b��

and P �N � �a� b��� P �N � ��� � ��a� ��� ��b���

which both go to zero when � goes to zero� The other cases are similar�

���� Lp estimates

Assume that jf j is bounded by �� As usual� we �x N � we replace g by a
function gN which is constant on each interval �N

i and we call gNi its value
on �N

i � The in�nite norm of g� gN is at most N��� hence the replacement
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of g by gN in the evaluation of j���f�������f�jp costs at most pN��� Now�
we work with gN � We want to compute the p�th power of

���gN� �

�����X
i

gNi �j�

� ��N

i j � j��
� ��N

i j�
����� 	

Assume that p is an integer and develop ���gN�
p along the multinomial

coe!cients� Each coe!cient jgNi j is bounded by �� By independence and
scaling properties of the contributions of each �N

i � one gets

E����gN�
p� 	

X
r

Cr
p

Y
i

E�jD��N�N jri��

where r is any integer�valued multi�index of size N and sum p and Cr
p is the

multinomial coe!cient of r� Denote by cp the maximum of the constants bq
in Lemma ��� for q 	 p� Notice that at most p terms in the multi�index r
are not zero� Lemma ��� yields

E����gN�
p� 	 cppN

�p
X
r

Cr
p

Y
i

���N��ri�� � cpp���N��p��	

Finally� the expectation of j���f�� �����f�jp is at most N�� � ���N��p���
If N is equivalent to �p��p
���� the error term is equivalent to ��p���p
����

���� Central limit theorem

Call ��i�i a �nite partition of �� adapted to f � This means that f is
constant on each set �i� Call gi the value of g on �i� The independence
and scaling properties of the restrictions of the Poisson process to the sets
�i give

�������f�� �����f�� �
X
i��

����gi�iLiD
�i�
�Li

�

where Li is the Lebesgue measure of �i� �i � �� and the D�i� are in�
dependent Poisson processes �see the decomposition of Section "���� Each

��Li����D
�i�
�Li

converges to the reduced Gaussian law� Furthermore� if a

Poisson process is conditioned to have an even number of points �or an odd
number of points� and if D is constructed with this conditioned Poisson
process� then ����D� converges also to the centered Gaussian law� Hence�

conditioned by the �
s� ��Li�
���D

�i�
�Li

converges to a Gaussian reduced law

Ni which is independent of the �
s� Finally� conditioned by the value of ��i�i�
the random variable �������f�� �����f�� converges toX

i��

giL
���
i �iNi

where the Ni are independent of the �
s� i�i�d� and reduced Gaussian� What�
ever the value of ��i�i is� this sum is Gaussian� centered of varianceX

i��

�giL
���
i �i�

� �

Z
�
g��x� dx�

and this proves Theorem ����
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���� Model FR

In order to prove the Lp estimate� we develop as before �n�gN�
p as a

multinomial when p is an integer� Call ni the number of points in �N
i and

condition by �ni�i� Things become independent� one can use Lemma ��� and
it gives an upper bound�

E��n�gN�
p� 	 cN�p

X
r

Cr
p E

�
NY
i��

�n
�ri��
i � ��

�
	

We �x r and we want to bound the expectations written in the right hand
side� The mean of �ni�i is the point �nN

���i�N in RN� We split the expec�
tations in two parts� On the ball around �nN���i�N of radius R � �

�nN
���

the random variable is at most ��Nn���p��� On the complement of the ball�
the random variable is at most � but the probability that �ni�i is in the
complement of the ball is� by Bienaym�e�Tchebychev inequality� at most

Var ��ni�i�R
�� 	 �N� n��	

Finally� each expectation is at most O�N�n�� � Np��n�p��� and the sum
of the Cr

p is Np� The error due to the replacement of g by gN is at most

O�N���� hence one has to get

N�� �N� n�� �Np��n�p��

as small as possible� that is to choose N � n����
���
Notice that the rate for the model FRp is always better �for p � �� than

the rate for the model FR�

Appendix� Large deviations for FR

Although the proof of the large deviations principle for the model FR
follows the same general line� it is much more intricate than for the model
FRp� It would be interesting to deduce directly the result from its analog
for model FRp�

An auxiliary result

We �rst need a minor modi�cation of a well known result� Varadhan
s
integral lemma �see for example Dembo and Zeitouni ������� section ����
states that� if �n satis�es a large deviations principle of action i� and if f
is a bounded continuous function� then n�� log�n�expnf� converges to the
supremum of �f � i��� Now� assume that i� is continuous on its domain and
consider a nonnegative function f �� not necessarily bounded nor continuous�
such that the interior of the support of f � is empty� Then�

Lemma A��� �Modi
ed Varadhan�s lemma�
n�� log �n�expn�f � f ��� converges to the supremum of �f � i���

Proof� Since f � is nonnegative� the upper bound is direct� For the lower
bound� denote by S the support of f � and choose x �� S in the domain of
i�� Since S is closed� there exists an open ball B around x of radius � � ��
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which is disjoint from S� Taking only into account the integral over B� one
gets

�n�expn�f � f ��� � �n�B� exp�n inf
B
f�	

Take the logarithm� divide by n and take the liminf as n goes to in�nity�
One gets

lim inf
n��

n�� log�n�expn�f � f ��� � �i��B� � inf
B
f	

Take the limit as � goes to zero� Since f is continuous and i� is lower
semicontinuous� the lower bound converges to f�x� � i��x�� It remains to
show that the supremum of f � i� on the intersection of the complement of
S with the domain of i� is in fact the supremum of f � i�� This stems from
the fact that f � i� is continuous� that f�x�� i��x� � �
 if x is not in the
domain of i� and that the complement of S is a dense subset�

The law of Dn

Next� we prove precise estimates for the law of Dn� We know that
E�exp�ntDn�� is exponentially equivalent to exp�n j�t�� where j is the Le�
gendre transform of the function

y �� cdet�
�
��� � y�� � ��

� log��� y��

if jyj � � and �
 otherwise� Since j is the Legendre transform of an even
function which is null at zero and in�nite outside of jyj � �� j is even�
convex� null at zero� increasing on t � � and ��Lipschitz� Hence� j�t� 	 jtj�
An explicit form of j�t� is as follows�

j�t� � �
� �s� �� log����s� ����� s �

p
� � �t�	

Hence� j�t� is equivalent to jtj when jtj goes to in�nity and we extend the
function t j�c�t� by the value jcj when t � �� Explicit computations show
that the function jc de�ned by

jc�t� � t j�c�t�� t log t

is concave on t � �� The estimates of E�entDn� are summarized in the next
lemma�

Lemma A��� There exist even functions e��n� �� � � such that� for all t and
n � ��

n j�t�� e��n� t� 	 logE�entDn� 	 n j�t� � e
�n� t�	

There exist c � � and t� � � such that the following bounds hold�
� For all n � � and t� one has� e
�n� t� 	 c	
� For all n � � and t� one has� e��n� t� 	 �jtj� � log�n� � c	
� For all n � � and jtj � t�� one has�

e��n� t� 	 �n t�� � � log jtj� log�n� � c	

� For any t� one has� �jtj 	 logE�exp�tD��� 	 jtj�
Proof� The following is only a sketch of the proof� Use the law of Dn to
write the exact value of the desired expectation� Apply Stirling
s formula
to get upper and lower bounds of $�i��� $�j��� $�i� j�� for the right values
of i and j� by a power of n� Remains the integral of an exponential� Then
copy the classical proof of Laplace
s formula�
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More precisely� get an upper bound by replacing the exponent by its maxi�
mum� To get the lower bound which is true for all t� keep only the integral
on an interval of length n�� around the point xt where the exponent is max�
imal� and replace the exponent by its minimum on this interval� To get the
asymptotic lower bound� keep only the integral on an interval of length t��

around the point xt and proceed in the same way� The cases n even and n
odd are to be treated separately �the case n odd is simpler because the law
of Dn is then symmetric��
To get the bound involving D�� notice that D� � ��

The condition �H��

We are now ready to check the conditions �H�� and �H�� for model FR�
The beginning of the proof is similar to the case FRp� For any f � C��

E�exp �n�nf�� � exp�O�n kg� gNk��� exp������nf�� �n�n gN�
where gN is a function which is constant on every interval �N

i and close to
g in uniform norm� and

�n�n gN� � E

�
exp

X
i

n gNi �j�N
i ��


n j � j�N
i ���

n j�
�
	

Call ni the number of points of the uniform sample which belong to �N
i �

Conditioned by ni� these points are a uniform sample of size ni taken from
�N
i and independent of the rest of the process� Hence� conditioning by �ni�i�

there exist signs �Ni � �� and random variables D� independent of the �
s
such that

�n�n gN� � E

�Y
i

E��exp�n gNi �Ni D�
ni�N�

�
where E � denotes the expectation with respect to D�� Hence� each expec�
tation E� is really a random variable which is �Ni measurable� We apply
Lemma A�� to each expectation E�� Even when ni � �� the principal term
is

exp�ni j�n g
N
i �Ni ��N ni���	

Since the function j is even� the principal term for �n�ngN � is

c�n�ngN� � E

�
exp

�X
i

ni j�n g
N
i �Ni ��N ni��

��
	

From now on� we compute upper and lower bounds of �n�ngN��c�n�ngN��
estimating the contribution of each expectation E� to the overall error� For
the upper bound� the error due to each expectation E� is at most exp c� even
when ni � �� Hence� �n�ngN��c�n�ngN� is at most exp�N c� � exp�o�n���
�Remember that N is a �xed integer and that n goes to in�nity��
The lower bound is more di!cult to handle� We want an upper bound

of c�n�ngN���n�ngN�� First� since the bounds are even� we can skip the �
s�
Furthermore� since the bounds are increasing in jtj� we can replace gNi by ��
Hence� we apply Lemma A�� for ni and ti � n��N ni�	
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) If ni � n���� then ti 	 n����N and the bound of e� which is valid for all
t gives an error

c ni exp��n
����N�	

There are N expectations E�� hence the total error due to such terms is at
most

cN nN exp��n���� � exp�o�n��	

) If gNi � �� no error term�

) If � 	 ni 	 n��� and gNi �� �� we want to use the asymptotic lower bound
of Lemma A��� Hence� we set gN� equal to the least absolute value of the

non zero gNi and we assume that n���gN� � t�N � Then ti � jgNi jn��N ni� is
at least t�� hence the error is at most

cni jtij� exp��ni�t�i � 	 cn �n�N�� exp���N�gN� �
��

because gN is bounded� There are at most N terms� hence the total error
due to the terms of this kind is exp�o�n���
) Last� if ni � �� the error is at most exp��jtij� for ti � n gNi �N � that is at
most exp��n�N��
All the errors disappear� except the last one� The liminf of n�� log �n�ngN�

is at least the liminf of

n�� logE

�
exp

�X
i

ni j�n g
N
j ��N ni��� �n �fni��g�N

��
	

The random vector �ni�i is the sum of n i�i�d� random vectors distributed
like �� the random vector � is uniformly distributed on the vectors of the
canonical orthonormal basis of RN� Since � is bounded� �ni�n�i satis�es a
large deviations principle of continuous action i�� In fact� i� is the Cram�er
transform of the law of ��

i��x� � supft	x� logE�exp�t	��� � t � RNg	
The explicit value of i� is

i��x� � log�N� �
X
i

xi log�xi�

if x � �xi�i� xi � � and
P

i xi � �� and i��x� � �
 otherwise� We set

fN �x� �
X
i

xi j�g
N
i ��Nxi��

f �N �x� � �N��
X
i

��xi � ��

for x � �xi�i and xi � �� By lemma A��� f �N can be omitted without
changing the limit and the limit of this quantity� hence of n�� log �n�n gN�
as well� is the supremum of fN � i��
De�ne a function hN on � which is constant on each �N

i by setting
hNi � Nxi� Then� the mean of hN is �� hN is nonnegative� fN �x� is the
mean of hN j�gN�hN� over � and i��x� is the mean of hN log hN over ��
Finally� the ��Lipschitz regularity of j is enough to show that �H�� holds
with

ldet�f� � �����f� � supf
Z
�
h j�g�h�� h log h � h � Hg
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where H is� for example� the space of integrable� nonnegative measurable
functions of mean �� For h � H � the mean of h log h is nonnegative and
h j�g�h�	 jgj� hence ldet is �nite valued�

The differentiability of ldet

The proof of �H�� is complete if we show the Gateaux di erentiability of
ldet� or of the function f �� ldet�f�� �����f�� For any g� set

m�g� � supfm�g� h�� h � Hg� m�g� h� �

Z
�
h j�g�h�� h log h	

The function h �� h j�g�h��h logh is concave� If the Gateaux di erential of
m�g� �� at h � H is zero in all the directions� then m�g� h� � m�g�� Choose
the unique c�g� � c � � such thatZ

�
hc�x� � �� hc�x� �

c�p
c� � g��x�

	

A small amount of algebra shows that the di erential of m�g� �� is null at
hc� Another amount of algebra gives

m�g� � m�g� hc�

� ��� log c�g��
Z
�

p
c�g��� g��x�dx�

and the di erentiability of g �� c�g� implies the di erentiability of m�
At this moment� we already know that �n satis�es a large deviations

principle of action idet� Hence� the function idet must satisfyX
n��

e�� �n exp��n idet�����n( � exp��� i����

when � goes to in�nity� that is exp��idet����� � � �i���� In other words�
the identi�cation of the Legendre transform of ldet� although possible to
accomplish� may be avoided�
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